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THE EXTRA TEMPTATION

The TroTEMPTATION®-X is a film quality. It is also available as wet and thermal film as well as in a special quality optimized for digital printing. The new application process for creating the matt effect allows this film quality to be produced with a very special, rubber-like feel. In addition, this ultra-matt film quality also has increased abrasion and scratch resistance with very good tear resistance and is resistant to grease, water and perspiration. As a result, this film quality also has an anti-fingerprint property.

The coating is particularly characterized by extremely high transparency, which results in a very deep coloration without losing the whiteness of the paper, so there is no yellowing.

The basecoat has been specially designed for all these properties, and since no further treatment is required during or after polymerisation, the film can be used for a wide range of applications

However, the TroTEMPTATION®-X is particularly distinguished by the fact that it is easy and problem-free to process for the customer. The wet film can be laminated with all adhesive systems (solvent-based, solvent-free and water-based). In addition, unlike other scratch-resistant films, it has the same tear and stretch properties as a standard OPP matt film. A stable grooving and folding process is guaranteed. It is also possible to cut to size directly in the laminating machine without any problems with the residual film take-up.

Further processing is effortless. The film can be overcoated with all commercially available radical-curing UV varnishes. Hot foil stamping and bonding are possible depending on the subject and material, but pre-tests are recommended.
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Address



TroFilms GmbH
Technikstraße 7
91166 Georgensgmünd
Germany








Contact


Phone: +49 (0) 9172 57428-0
Fax: +49 (0) 9172 57428-29
e-Mail: info@trofilms.de
Imprint | Privacy-Statement
General terms and conditions
of sale and delivery






Career

Please send your initiative application to career@trofilms.de
Please note our privacy statement.




About TroFilms

TroFilms is a recognized and internationally operating manufacturer of special films for the graphics industry and laminating industry.
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